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Genotypic diversity is one of several components estimated during analysis of the genetic structure of populations of microorganisms. Two indices of genotypic diversity, Stoddart and Taylor's G (45) and Shannon-Wiener's H (41) , have been used most frequently in the estimation of genotypic diversity of plant pathogen populations (3, 4, (6) (7) (8) (12) (13) (14) 23, 30, 32, 46) . Indices of diversity have been used in plant pathology to measure phenotypic diversity-for example, for race (or pathotype) structure of rust fungi (15) and oomycetes (2)-as well as genotypic diversity for allozymes (14) or other molecular markers (7) .
Currently used measures of genotypic diversity have inherent problems that could lead to incorrect conclusions, particularly when diversity is low and sample sizes differ. Stoddart and Taylor's G statistic (45) has a minimum value of 1 and a maximum equal to the sample size. The relationship between the maximum value of G (G max ) and sample size ( Fig. 1A ) makes comparison of genotypic diversity values among populations with unequal sample sizes difficult, particularly when diversity is high; the population with the highest G most likely will be the one with the largest sample size, regardless of whether it actually has the highest diversity. To remove the sample size bias, Chen et al. (7) recommended using a normalized statistic obtained by dividing G by the sample size. This solution works when comparing populations that all have high diversity (i.e., near G max ) (Fig. 1B) . However, it fails badly when diversity is low (Fig. 1C) . As an example, consider a population composed of a single clone, as is the case for many populations of the potato late blight pathogen Phytophthora infestans in the United States (11) . Genotypic diversity should be zero in populations containing a single clone, regardless of how it is estimated. However, for the normalized G statistic, the minimum diversity equals 1/n, where n is the sample size. Therefore, for samples of 10 and 100 individuals, the normalized G would be 0.1 and 0.01, respectively. This implies that the first population has a higher diversity than the second, even though the actual genotypic diversity of both populations is zero.
A second problem can occur with the normalized G statistic when the maximum possible diversity, given the amount of allelic variation present in a sample (or in a species), is less than the number of individuals sampled (Fig. 1D ). For example, suppose we have amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLP) or random amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD) data for 30 loci in two haploid populations, but only two loci are polymorphic. If both loci have two alleles (1 and 0, for presence and absence of bands) then only four multilocus genotypes are possible (11, 10 , 01, and 00) and the G max will be 4 regardless of sample size. If we have unequal samples from populations with maximum diversity (i.e., all four genotypes are present at equal frequencies), then dividing by sample size will result in the population with the smallest sample size having the highest estimated diversity, even though the true diversity in all samples is the same. This will occur any time the sample size is larger than the number of possible genotypes that can be generated given the observed level of allelic variation. This was not a problem for Chen et al. (7) because the amount of variation was very high in each population they assayed. However, this problem could be significant in populations with low diversity.
The normalized Shannon-Weaver index suffers from the same problem as Stoddart and Taylor's G index when diversity is low. For this statistic, the natural logarithm of the sample size is used as the denominator in normalization. In this case, there is not a problem with zero diversity, because the normalized Shannon information statistic ranges from 0 to 1 ( Fig. 1B and C) . However, the normalized Shannon statistic does have the same problem as the normalized G statistic when diversity is greater than zero but still low ( Fig. 1D ). Attempting to compare genotypic diversity among populations with small and unequal sample size is common in plant pathology, particularly for pathogens that are rare or obligate pathogens that may be difficult to sample and assay. There is a need for an improved understanding of the measurement of genotypic diversity within populations of plant pathogens and for the development of methods that allow comparison of populations with unequal sample sizes.
Indices of genotypic diversity are different from indices of gene diversity commonly used in analysis of populations of microorganisms (33, 35) . Gene diversity is calculated from allele frequencies, whereas genotypic diversity is calculated from genotype frequencies based on individuals. Gene diversity also is referred to as average heterozygosity when restricted to the case of a diploid, randomly mating organism for a population in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (35, 47) . Gene diversity can be applied to haploid, diploid, and polyploid organisms as well as for different means of reproduction, including asexual reproduction, random mating, or selfing. For populations of microorganisms, particularly those that have both sexual and asexual reproduction, both gene and genotypic diversity are needed to estimate genetic diversity; this approach commonly is observed in plant pathology, as shown for populations of Mycosphaerella graminicola or Cryphonectria parasitica (30, 31) .
The number of genotypes observed in a sample depends on the technique used to reveal genetic variation. The most commonly studied markers include virulence, isozymes, RAPD, AFLP, and restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) (22) . Each technique will affect the maximum number of genotypes that can be detected (5) . Yet, to date, the technique used for genotyping has not been considered when analyzing genotypic diversity.
The goal of this study was to reassess the commonly used methods for analysis of genotypic and phenotypic diversity to determine which approaches are most suitable for populations of microorganisms. One specific objective was to analyze the shortcomings of currently used statistics to identify conditions under which they might give misleading or incorrect results. A secondary objective was to analyze how different molecular techniques (with specific reference to isozyme, RAPD, AFLP, and RFLP analysis) affect analysis of genotypic diversity and how they can be incorporated into statistical measures. The final objective was to develop approaches for comparing indices of diversity among populations by estimating confidence intervals through a bootstrap approach when sample sizes differ, and to illustrate this with specific examples from the literature.
THEORY AND APPROACHES
Background on diversity. Most of the theory and application of diversity indices was developed for community ecology to ana- ) when only one genotype is observed (i.e., a single clone). D, Effect of scaling G max by n and H max by ln(n) when the population consists of only four genotypes at equal frequency (e.g., two random amplified polymorphic DNA or amplified fragment length polymorphism loci with two alleles each) as sample size increases. lyze patterns of species diversity. Thus, statistics referred to herein as indices of genotypic diversity are discussed as indices of species diversity in the ecological literature (21, 25, 26, 37) .
Diversity is composed of two aspects: richness and evenness (21, 25, 26, 37) . Richness is the number of genotypes contained in a population; intuitively, diversity increases with increasing richness. Evenness measures how genotypes are distributed within a population. If a small number of genotypes dominate the population, evenness is low and, intuitively, so is diversity. If each genotype occurs at an equal frequency then evenness (and diversity) is maximal. Most indices of diversity combine both richness and evenness. Thus, indices like Stoddart and Taylor's G (45) and Shannon and Wiener's H (41) increase as richness (more genotypes in the population) or evenness (less domination of the population by one or a few genotypes) increase.
Richness. Genotypic richness is an estimate of the number of genotypes contained in a population. The simplest estimate of richness is the number of unique genotypes observed within a sample (g). Because g tends to increase with sample size, particularly when sample sizes are small, g is not a valid statistic for comparing richness of different populations unless sample sizes are equal.
To compare richness when sample sizes differ, ecologists have used rarefaction curves (16, 20, 21, 25, 26) . Rarefaction curves yield the number of genotypes expected in a sample corresponding to the smallest sample size n of all populations being compared. This method assumes that the number of expected genotypes E(g n ) in a random sample of n individuals out of a total sample of N individuals, where n i corresponds to the number of individuals per genotype, is
) ( E(g n ) follows a hypergeometric distribution (18, 43) and the expectation is based on the sum of the probabilities that each genotype will be included in the sample.
Use of rarefaction to estimate richness is appropriate if several restrictions are kept in mind (21, 43) . First, the sampling method needs to be consistent across populations; the same sampling design and technique must be employed in each population. Second, the rarefaction algorithm cannot be used to extrapolate to sample sizes larger than N in any particular sample. Third, if a certain genotype in a population is spatially aggregated, then the rarefaction method tends to overestimate genotype richness (10, 43) . This is particularly important for pathogens with both a vegetative and a sexual cycle, as is the case for Phytophthora infestans in central Mexico. For example, aggregation of one genotype can be observed if several isolates are sampled from one infected plant or one infected plot.
The method to assess genotypic richness using rarefaction curves was implemented in C using the function bico and associated routines as described by Press et al. (39) . This function returns a binomial coefficient using logarithms of factorials. Use of logarithms of factorials avoids overflow of binomial coefficients for situations in which large factorials have to be calculated, but constitutes a trade-off in accuracy. The algorithm <Rarefac.c> calculates E(g n ) for each sample size n = 1 to N and was validated using published data sets (19, 21, (24) (25) (26) . <Rarefac.c> is available upon request from N. J. Grünwald.
Indices of genotypic diversity. The ideal index of diversity should take into consideration both richness and evenness. The index should be largest when each individual sampled has a unique genotype (i.e., g is maximal). Additionally, given the same richness, the index should be greater if genotypes are distributed more evenly within the sample.
Hill (17) developed a conceptual framework for analysis of diversity indices, and derived a family of diversity statistics given by
in which p i is the frequency of the ith genotype. Setting a = 0, 1, or 2 results in three of the most widely used diversity indices. For a = 0, N 0 is the number of genotypes observed (g), which is actually a measure of genotypic richness. For a = 1, we obtain Fig. 2 . Comparison of different molecular techniques for evaluation of the maximally expected number of genotypes (g max ) for a diploid organism. A, Allozyme analysis (one locus with three alleles for a dimeric enzyme), and B, random amplified polymorphic DNA or amplified fragment length polymorphism analysis (three loci each with two alleles, presence and absence of a band); a = allele; l = locus. (41) . Because H is proportional to the logarithm of n, it can be expressed as N 1 = e H , which is proportional to the number of genotypes. N 1 then represents the number of equally common genotypes which would produce the same diversity as H (17, 25) . For a = 2 we get N 2 = 1/l , where l is Simpson's index (44) 
where n is the sample size, and f x is the number of genotypes observed x times. G and N 2 are identical and will be referred to as Stoddart and Taylor's G because this has become common usage in plant pathology.
N 1 and G measure how effectively proportional abundances are distributed among the different genotypes (17) . G weighs the number of abundant genotypes more strongly, whereas N 1 weighs rarer genotypes more strongly. N 1 generally falls between N 0 (i.e., g) and G.
Evenness. Indices of evenness indicate how genotypes are distributed within a sample. Usually, these indices are calculated by scaling a diversity index by the maximum number of expected genotypes (21, 37) . A desirable property of an index of evenness is that it should be 0 for a population composed of a single genotype and equal to 1 when all genotypes occur at the same frequency, regardless of richness.
The most common index of evenness, E 1 (36), scales the Shannon-Wiener index by the maximally expected number of genotypes g max :
The mathematical derivation for why H max = ln(g max ) is given in the Appendix. Note that the maximally expected value for H (H max ) is not equal to ln(n) and that H cannot be scaled correctly by ln(n) (Appendix).
Sheldon (42) proposed scaling the diversity index N 1 by the number of genotypes observed in a population (Appendix provides derivation of appropriate scaling factor) such that Another index, E 5 (25) , actually consists of the ratio of G and N 1 calculated as 5 is preferable to E 1 and E 2 for several reasons (1, 25) . Essentially, E 5 is the ratio of the number of abundant genotypes to the number of rarer genotypes. E 5 is less dependent on the number of genotypes in a sample, because it is a ratio of two indices of diversity, which cancels out the effect of sample size. The value of E 5 is shifted by subtracting 1 from N 1 and G to make E 5 converge to 0 rather than 1 as a single genotype becomes more and more dominant.
Effect of genotyping technique on diversity estimates. Estimates of evenness depend on appropriate estimates of richness. Richness, in turn, depends on the technique used to assay genetic variation and the number of loci assayed. For example, with allozyme data for a diploid organism with three co-dominant alleles at one locus, the maximum possible number of genotypes is six ( Fig. 2A ). In general, the maximally expected number of genotypes at a locus for a diploid is given by g max = a(a + 1)/2 (codominant) and g max = a(a -1)/2 (dominant) for co-dominant and dominant alleles, respectively. For a haploid, the maximum number of genotypes equals the number of alleles a at that locus. In the case of RAPD or AFLP loci with only two alleles at each locus, the maximum expected number of genotypes is given by g max = 2 l (Fig. 2B) , where l is the number of loci, because only two phenotypes (plus or minus) can be scored at each locus for dominant markers.
To estimate the maximum number of multilocus genotypes, one calculates the product of the number of possible genotypes at each locus over all loci assayed. For instance, in a study on population structure of P. infestans in central Mexico, mating type and allozyme pattern at the Gpi and Pep locus were combined to define multilocus genotypes (16) . For this pathogen, mating type can either be A1 or A2. In this particular study, four alleles were observed for Pep, g max = (4)(4 + 1)/2 = 10, and six for Gpi, g max = (6)(6 + 1)/2 = 21, allozyme loci. All possible combinations of g max for the three loci results in a g max (multilocus genotype) of 2 × 10 × 21 = 420 for the maximum expected number of multilocus genotypes.
Evaluation of scaling methods. Several authors have normalized indices of diversity to correct for sample size bias, thus facilitating comparisons among populations when sample sizes differ. The Shannon-Wiener index often is used as an index of diversity scaled by the logarithm of sample size n, such that H scaled = H/ln(n) (3, 4, (12) (13) (14) 23, 46) . Similarly, Stoddart and Taylor's G sometimes is scaled by dividing it by the sample size n (7, 8, 30) . The scaling factor depends on the index calculated. For instance, for the Shannon-Wiener diversity index H, the correct scaling factor is the maximally expected number of genotypes H = ln(g max ) (Appendix). In the case of Stoddart and Taylor's G, the correct scaling factor is g max (Appendix).
It is not clear how to choose g max when estimating evenness. The easiest way is to set g max equal to the maximal number of genotypes observed in any sample. However, this method is not appropriate when sample sizes differ. For example, increasing sample size from 179 to 401 in a population of P. infestans sampled at the same location resulted in an increase of observed g from 32 to 48 (Table 1 ). Another way of estimating g max is by using the rarefaction method to calculate E(g n ). This is particularly appropriate when sample sizes differ. However, E(g n ) often may be different from the g max calculated as all possible combinations of the alleles present in a sample. For the P. infestans example in Table 1 , all possible combinations of alleles at the mating type Gpi and Pep loci generate 420 possible multilocus genotypes. However, only 54 genotypes were detected in a sample of 580 (Table 1 ). In this scenario, it is not clear whether a g max of 420 or 54 is the appropriate scaling factor. Under conditions in which all alleles are present in a population, it would suffice to use g max calculated according to the technique used for genotyping (Appendix), provided it is smaller than the sample size. If the potential number of genotypes is larger than the sample size, then the sample size is the appropriate scaling factor, because it would be impossible to detect more than n genotypes in a sample of n individuals. Given the difficulties with the choice of g max as an appropriate scaling factor, we suggest the use of bootstrapping to compare diversity in populations with differing sample sizes. Bootstraps can be run on any sample size.
Bootstrapping. Bootstrapping is a resampling technique based on randomly drawing a sample with replacement from an original sample (9, 28) . The underlying idea is that, in the absence of any other knowledge about a population, the distribution of values found in a random sample of size n from the population is the best Fig. 3 . Frequency distribution of published data sets used to contrast different scenarios of genotypic diversity analysis. The first set of data comes from A, one European and B and C, two American populations of the haploid chestnut blight pathogen, Cryphonectria parasitica (31) . Multilocus genotypes are based on vegetative incompatibility polymorphisms at six unlinked loci, each with two alleles. The second set of data comes from D and E, two samples of a sexual population of the diploid potato late blight pathogen, Phytophthora infestans, that were F, combined into a larger data set (16) . Genotypes are defined as multilocus genotypes (mating type: two alleles; Gpi and Pep isozyme pattern with six and four alleles each, respectively). The third set of data comes from G and H, two populations of the haploid pathogen Colletotrichum graminicola (40) . Genotypes are based on restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLPs) from seven probes; restriction size variants detected by each probe were treated as alleles at a single RFLP locus. Alleles at different loci were combined to form multilocus genotypes.
guide to the distribution in the population (28) . Boostrapping is particularly powerful because it allows calculation of confidence intervals. Confidence intervals contain the population mean with a fixed probability determined by the confidence coefficient, often chosen to be 95%. Bootstrap tests of significance have not been as well studied as bootstrap confidence intervals (28) .
Bootstrapping was conducted using the SAS macro <jackboot.sas> (available online at no cost from the website of the SAS Institute, Cary, NC) modified to calculate indices of diversity and evenness. Bootstrapping was conducted using 2,000 resamples at a confidence interval of 95% using the accelerated bootstrap procedure (BCa method) (9) .
Simulated data sets. Artificial data were constructed to evaluate the behavior of indices of diversity across gradients of evenness and richness. One group of data sets differing only in number of genotypes, but with constant evenness, was used to evaluate dependence of diversity indices on richness. The data sets consisted of sample sizes n = 2, 4, 6, 10, 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 isolates, where each genotype occurred twice, resulting in numbers of genotypes g = 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50, respectively. All genotypes were distributed evenly; therefore, evenness E 5 = 1.0. Another group of data sets differing only in evenness, but with richness and sample size constant, was used to evaluate dependence of diversity indices on evenness. Data sets were constructed to have the same sample size n = 1,000 and genotypic richness g = 200, but differed in distribution of genotypes within a data set. Evenness ranged from completely equal genotype frequencies to one genotype dominating 80% of the population (the rest of the genotypes occurred at equal frequencies). The range of evenness was quantified using E 5 , intermediate in response to either E 1 or E 2 .
Sample data sets. Several published data sets differing in richness, evenness, and sample size were selected to illustrate the importance and difficulties of determining richness, evenness, and diversity (Fig. 3) . The first set of data comes from one European and two American populations of the haploid chestnut blight pathogen, C. parasitica (31) . Multilocus genotypes are based on vegetative incompatibility polymorphisms at six unlinked loci, each with two alleles. The frequency of detection of genotypes is shown in descending order (Fig. 3) . The second set of data comes from two samples of a sexual population of the diploid potato late blight pathogen, P. infestans (16) . Genotypes are defined as multilocus genotypes (mating type: two alleles; the allozyme loci Gpi and Pep with six and four alleles each, respectively). The third data set comes from two populations of the haploid pathogen Colletotrichum graminicola (40) . Genotypes are based on RFLPs using seven probes. Restriction size variants detected by each probe were treated as alleles at single RFLP loci. Alleles at different loci were combined to form multilocus genotypes.
RESULTS

Effect of richness and evenness on diversity indices.
Most indices of diversity increase with increasing genotypic richness and sample size (Fig. 4) . N 1 and G (= N 2 ) increase linearly as the number of genotypes g increase (Fig. 4A) . In contrast, l decreases and H increases nonlinearly as g increases (Fig. 4B) . The linear increase of a diversity index with increasing richness is more intuitive.
With increasing evenness, but constant richness, N 1 and G (=N 2 ) increase (Fig. 5A) . H increases almost linearly, and l decreases as evenness of genotypes within a sample increases (Fig. 5B ). For maximum evenness (that is, all n i /N are equal), N 1 = G = g (Fig.  5A) . Thus, with a uniform distribution of genotypes, both diversity indices N 1 and G result in the number of observed genotypes. In contrast, H = 5.298 and l = 0.005 when evenness E 5 = 1.0 (Fig. 5B) . These values of H are abstract and not amenable to direct interpretation. The linear behaviors with changing richness and the intuitive interpretation when evenness is maximal make N 1 and G more desirable indices of diversity.
Evaluation of scaling factors. Scaling N 1 , G, and H by g or ln(g) has the desired effect of scaling indices between 1/g and 1 for N 1 and G and 0 and 1 for H (Fig. 5C ), while scaling by sample size does not (Fig. 5D ). Scaling indices of diversity by some measure of sample size or richness makes these indices directly dependent on sample size. Scaling by n is not the same as scaling by g. If g n, which is normally the case in most populations of plant pathogens sampled (Fig. 3) , scaling by n will have a stronger effect than scaling by g.
Rarefaction curves. The algorithm <Rarefac.c> performs well when contrasted to values reported in the literature. The algorithm was evaluated using published data sets (19, 21, (24) (25) (26) . Values for E(g n ) calculated by <Rarefac.c> deviated from published results by only one decimal place. Because the algorithm uses a logarithmic approach for calculation of binomial coefficients to avoid overflow (39) , the results are expected to differ somewhat from those published in the literature.
An example of the application of rarefaction curves is presented with data from Milgroom and Cortesi (31) (Fig. 6) . Given any data set, the smallest sample size present among all populations is chosen for comparison. This sample size n then is used to determine the expected number of genotypes for all samples. For example, the smallest sample size in the three populations presented in Figure 3 is n = 50. At n = 50, we would expect the number of genotypes in our sample to be E(g n ) = 2.96, 22.20, and 21.80 for the Teano, Finzel, and Bartow populations, respectively ( Table 1 ; Fig. 6 ).
Application to published data. In an analysis of eight published data sets, in which sample sizes and richness vary considerably, it is not always clear whether differences in diversity are due to changes of richness or of evenness and whether indices are different ( Table 1 ). The Bartow and Finzel data sets for Cryphonectria parasitica have higher diversity (contrast H, N 1 , and G) than the Teano data set. Bootstrapped confidence intervals of diversity do not overlap, whereas those for evenness do (Table 1) . Thus, the differences in diversity must be due to differences in richness, which is larger in the Bartow and Finzel data sets. If we contrast the 1988-89 and the combined data sets from P. infestans, it is not clear whether we detect more genotypes (32 and 54, respectively) in the second population due to a higher richness or simply because the sample size increased from 179 to 580 (Table 1) . When an estimate of evenness is combined with the rarefaction method to calculate richness (g is not an appropriate measure of richness because the sample sizes differ), it becomes clear that the higher diversity in the combined data set is due mostly to higher richness because evenness actually decreases and bootstrapped confidence intervals for E 5 are almost identical (Table 1 ). Finally, the two Colletotrichum graminicola data sets exemplify a case where, while there are no significant differences in diversity, diversity measured by different indices could result in different conclusions. The two indices H and G show opposite trends: a diversity index biased toward rare genotypes (H or N 1 ) results in higher diversity in the G93 population compared with the G92 population, whereas an index that weighs common genotypes more (G) results in lower diversity in population G93 compared with G92 (Table 1) . This difference in diversity is due to higher richness and lower evenness in the G93 sample.
DISCUSSION
Our analysis confirmed that richness, evenness, and diversity (including both richness and evenness) are different qualities of population genotypic diversity. Indices of diversity clearly depend on both the number of genotypes in the sample (Fig. 4 ) and on how those genotypes are distributed within a sample (Fig. 5 ). Differences in an index of diversity can reflect variation in richness, evenness, or both; therefore, our analysis suggests separating the two components of diversity. A combined approach, in which comparisons are at a common sample size or richness is calculated by using the rarefaction method and diversity and evenness are calculated with corresponding confidence intervals using bootstrapping, allows inferences about the relative importance of richness and evenness in a genotypic diversity analysis. This is particularly important when sample sizes differ between populations. Richness can be reported as either the number of genotypes observed (g), in cases where sample size is nearly equal for all populations to be compared, or can rely on the rarefaction method. Rarefaction curves estimate the number of genotypes expected in each sample if all samples are of a standard size and is the method of choice when sample sizes differ (25, 26) .
Not all indices of diversity contrasted in this study perform equally well. Hill's indices N 1 and Stoddart and Taylor's G have several favorable qualities. Most importantly, they carry units of "effective numbers of genotypes" which can be interpreted intuitively. Both indices increase linearly with increasing richness and have a maximal value equal to richness g when evenness is maximal. H and l cannot be interpreted intuitively and result in abstract numbers even under conditions where evenness is equal to unity. In addition, l behaves inversely to richness, which is counterintuitive. In light of these advantages, we recommend use of N 1 and G over H and l.
Indices of diversity can be more or less sensitive to changes in the number of rare genotypes (25) . The Shannon-Wiener index H is most sensitive to changes in rare genotypes, while Simpson's index G is most sensitive to changes in the abundant genotypes. Similarly, N 1 is more sensitive to rare and G to abundant genotypes. Analysis of genotypic diversity in plant pathology should take into account whether rare or common genotypes should be given more emphasis.
Several recent publications have scaled indices of diversity by sample size or the logarithm of sample size. Several researchers have corrected G by dividing it by n (6) (7) (8) 30) . Similarly, the H is often used as an index of diversity scaled by the logarithm of sample size n, such that H scaled = H/ln(n) (3, 4, (12) (13) (14) 46) . We showed that scaling by ln(n) or n is both mathematically and conceptually incorrect, particularly when diversity is low. Most importantly, the scaled indices are strongly affected by sample size. Our analysis shows that a data set with the same diversity would result in decreasing values of genotypic diversity scaled by either ln(n) or n, once n is greater than the number of genotypes that can be detected in a sample of that size with the technique used. The effect is strongest with sample sizes typically used in studies of plant pathogen populations (e.g., n < 200).
A more appropriate scaling factor would be the maximal expected number of genotypes. For the Shannon-Wiener diversity index, the scaling factor can be calculated as ln(g max ), where g max is the maximum number of genotypes possible depending on the type of marker, observed level of allelic diversity, and ploidy of the organism. Scaling H as E 1 = H/ln(g) is more correctly considered a measure of evenness, because diversity is scaled by the number of genotypes (25, 26, 37, 38) and, thus, the index reflects how uniformly genotypes are distributed within a population. The evenness index E 5 is preferable to E 1 because it is not affected by sample richness (25) . E 5 describes the ratio of the effective numbers of very abundant to abundant genotypes, scaled to approach 0 when one genotype becomes more and more abundant by subtracting 1 from N 2 and N 1 .
The equations for calculating g max also may be useful in deciding how many markers are needed to analyze a population. McDonald (29) recommends 6 to 12 unlinked marker loci to obtain accurate measurements of population genetic structure. The equations for g max permit calculating exactly how many genotypes can be detected for analyses of genotypic diversity. For example, if we use six biallelic RAPD or AFLP loci, we can detect only 64 genotypes (g max = 2 6 ), which is sufficient for a clonal population but insufficient to study population structure of sexual populations. With 12 loci, the number of possible genotypes would be 4,096, which should be more appropriate for studying sexual populations, assuming each locus is polymorphic.
Analysis of genotypic diversity, as discussed in this article, can be complemented by analysis of gene diversity (33, 34) , which is based on frequencies of alleles, not individuals or genotypes. Correction for sample size bias has been described for gene diversity and unbiased estimators are available (35) . Attempts to integrate genotypic and gene diversity into a single index have been made and applied to populations of Puccinia recondita f. sp. tritici (20, 27) .
Our analysis of indices used to estimate genotypic diversity results in several practical recommendations. Preferably, sample size should be very similar for all populations being compared. In this case, the number of genotypes observed (g) can be used directly as a measure of richness. When sample sizes differ, estimation of richness by rarefaction is more appropriate. In all cases, scaling either Stoddart and Taylor's G or Shannon and Wiener's H by sample size should be avoided. If scaling is necessary, it should be done with g or ln(g). Finally, under those circumstances in which it might be important to distinguish whether richness or evenness contributes more to diversity, a bootstrapping approach is recommended to calculate confidence intervals for indices of diversity and evenness. It is observed that, in the case where p i = 1/g, we also get p i = 1/n, because n = g. However, when diversity is low, then n may be much greater than g and ln(n) > ln(g).
APPENDIX
The maximal value for Sheldon's index N 1 = e H is given by N 1max = e Hmax = e ln(g) = g. In this case using ln(n) as a scaling factor will underestimate the true value of H, and the magnitude of this bias will increase as n gets larger. The appropriate scaling factor N 2max for N 2 = 1/l, where l is Simpson's index is obtained in the case where p i = 1/g. It follows that l max = g × (1/g) 2 = 1/g and N 2max = g. Fig. 6 . Richness estimated using the rarefaction method, E(g n ), for three populations of the chestnut blight pathogen Cryphonectria parasitica (31) . The smallest sample size n = 50 (vertical reference line) of the three populations assayed is used to compare richness estimates between populations. The Teano population is much less rich than either Finzel or Bartow, which have the same degree of richness.
